
 



 

JUNE / JULY 2014 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

A hectic couple of month’s for me has meant little time for modelling or any related activities, though work has 

progressed a small way on my own current car project which you can read about further on in this issue. 

Work goes on behind the scenes for the committee as well – we have progressed the Polo shirt project, now at 

a final design stage and we are organising new flyers and pin badges. 

The club has had a full on month too…we’ve attended the Salisbury model show and the East Tytherley 

Country Fayre and seen more success at competition level for Tony and Russell. Well done guys. 

The Airfix competition has now been and gone – I’m sure you’ll agree it was a fantastic success. The standard 

of work was excellent – a testimony to the club and its membership. The photos I took that night (and some 

other Airfix models from Gray and Sean) of the competition winners were posted on Facebook recently to 

much admiration from the Official Airfix Modelling Group.  

If you not aware, the club do have a Facebook page – we’ll endeavour to provide more content to members to 

view in the comings months. 

This month we of course have the next contest night, the American Competition – anything goes as long as it 

has a connection with the USA.  

Due to Tony’s busy schedule too and a PC failure, the June edition of The Romsey Modeller comes to you a 

little later than normal and is now the June/July issue– late for the first time as far as I can remember...Enjoy! 

 

I’d love to write more, but I’m just too busy!!  

 

Paul 

Club President  

 

 

   

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

AMERICAN COMPETITION 

 

The July meeting hosts the next round of our 2014 competitions and as 

the title suggests your theme is any model that has an American 

connection. This competition is now held every two years, so the 

winner will be the champ for some time!!   The normal rules apply, any 

model, any genre, any scale, as long as its plastic/resin and not diecast! 

Please note Sean will be checking the validity of your entry post 

competition if the connection appears suspect in anyway, do it’s up to 

you to convince him that your ME109 in Spanish markings had a cup 

holder made in the good old US of A. 

 

DRUXFORD VISIT 

As discussed at the last meeting we had too few member able to make the proposed date in July so we have 

postponed the visit until the autumn, with mid-September the provisional target – more details to follow… 
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AIRFIX COMPETITION  
BY NIGEL ROBINS  

 

Richard Stewart receives the Airfix competition trophy from el Presidente  

What a great club night and what a competition!! The standard of all entries in the Airfix competition was 

outstanding and reflected a lot of hard work by all concerned so, I think, pats on backs all round!! 

There had to be a winner which was Richards outstanding TSR2, a superb model of one of my favourite 

bombers and one of the most interesting aircraft models I have seen this year. However, I don`t honestly know 

how anyone separated the Gold, Silver and Bronze award winners!!  

Silver went to Gray s BAE Hawk, again, a fantastic model featuring working lights and a flashing warning 

beacon. What is even more remarkable is that when I gave the kit to Gray at Christmas, at that time, part of 

the cockpit had been built up badly by a kid but then I knew Gray liked a challenge!!  

Tony got Bronze for his model of the Dambuster Lancaster while Russ was Highly Commended with, again, a 

great model of a Lightning F2A in the bare metal finish, I was so jealous and coveted that model especially.  

Such was the standard that many models, which would have done well in other competitions, failed to place 

on the night. This reflected the standard of the entries on the table. Clearly the modelling standards of all 

members are rising within the club and long may this continue. 

It also showed how far Airfix have come as a manufacturer, in terms of quality, in the last 15 years. If we had 

held this same competition a few years ago I think that there may have only been a few entries and these 

would have been of a considerably lower standard than all of the entries on display on Wednesday night. 
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THE VOLTING  

Entrant Title 1st (3pt) 2nd (2pts) 3rd (1pt) Total Place 

Dave O Meara.  1643      

Gray Sharpling  Bae Hawk.   111111 1111111 11 35 2nd 

Steve Frampton Sea King  1  2  

Steve Lidstone Mk1 Tank 1 1  5  

Richard Stewart TSR 2 1111111111
1 

1111 111 44 1st 

Brian  Sampson “Your late”  11 1 5  

Tony Adams Hurricane       

Tony Adams Lightning F2A  1 11 3  

Russ Howard Lightning F2A 1111 11 11 18 4th 

Sean Summers The last  1 111 5  

Tony Adams Lancaster BIII 
(special) 

111 111 11111111 23 3rd 

Steve Hall Super Connie  1 11 4  

Malcolm Grant 1940 11 111 1111 16  

David Downhill Spitfire PRXIX      

Duncan Shipley 
Dalton 

Spitfire  Mk I      

Will Booth Sharknose   1 1  

 

PHOTOS 
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SALISBURY MODEL SHOW  

We always get a lot of club members making the short journey to Salisbury and this was no exception. On 

arriving we had more models than the 12 foot of table space would allow , so a number were consigned to be 

left under the table while we managed to cram as many as possible on top. In the end although the table was 

busier than normal there was a lot of quality on display. Keith veteran stream engines provoked a lot of 

positive comments, particularly when he let on he had a full size one. 

Naturally there were plenty of goodies on offer to pull money from our wallets and as the day went on the 

number of carrier bags around the table steadily grew, I picked up a lot of etch for my 1/350 Tirpitz so I now 

have no excuse to join the ranks of ship modellers (unless of course the Airfix Typhoon arrives first). We 

experienced some good picking from the competition with Russell Eden picking up a gold for his “What, No 
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Parking sign” diorama ( Steyr 1500 + figures) and I winning a gold and silver for my Javelin and Lightning 

respectively. 

As ever, it was a thoroughly enjoyable show made more pleasurable by the company of so many club 

members. 

PHOTOS 
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TWO GO MAD IN TYTHERLEY 7TH JUNE 2014 
BY TONY ADAMS 
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This was our first visit to a non- modelling country show and we really didn’t know what to expect. When the 

heavens opened at 9am as I was loading my car I was having 2
nd

 , 3
rd

 and 4
th

 thoughts of subjecting my models 

to a windswept and rain dashed field. However as we had made a commitment to the organiser there was 

nothing for it than pick up Richards and make the short hope East Tytherley.  By the time we go there the sun 

had come out and our sprits started to lift. Unloading and setting up was a bit chaotic (everyone was behind 

due to the rain) but we finally got a very presentable display together consisting of Richards and my models, 

supplemented by Russell’s armour which he had kindly lent us. We shared the tent with a military historical 

society who had some very interesting bits and pieces (unfortunately I have lost the photos due to my 

computer breakdown) including a HE111 engine piston. The show, being the day after the 70
th

 anniversary of 

D-day encouraged people to come in period costume and there were plenty of vintage cars and several willy’s 

jeeps on show. 

We had just about got settled when there arrived a gentleman who was interested in Richard’s Hornet, once 

we talk a little more he stated he had flown the first Harrier onto Ark Royal! After 45 minutes where he 

fascinated on his exploits as a test pilot we finally let him go, but not before he had agreed to come to a club 

night to give us all a talk ( hopefully in September) .  If you want to know more follow this link  Clive Rustin. 

Just as we were congratulating ourselves on a great find another ex RAF pilot came along and again talked at 

length about flying Javelins and Lightning’s! 

The rest of the day was great fun, there was so much interest from the general public, many of whom built 

models when they were kids. The screens did a great job fending off children and big dogs, but couldn’t do 

anything about one adult who decided it was Ok to pick up my models! ( He got put right soon enough).  

Both of us took turns to wander around the show , watch the falconry demonstration , dog show etc. and of 

course visit the beer tent ( a perk you rarely get at normal shows). By mid-afternoon the sun was streaming 

down and we were forced to resort to ice cream and cream teas for substance.   

When the show closed at 5pm we were sad to have to pack up our models and hit the road, while we didn’t 

have lots of new items to add to our stash’s we had some excellent memory’s of a thoroughly pleasant day – 

same time next year I hope. 

 

Anyone for tiffin? 

 

http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/hawkerassociation/hanewsletters/hanewsletter019nvu/55yearsflying.html
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2013 HTP MERCEDES SLS GT3 PART THREE  
BY PAUL ADAMS  

With the bodyshell in paint and cleared I progressed the build with a little polishing session at club night extra 

in May and a follow up session at home. For the record, I wet sanded the clear using 3000 grit polishing cloth 

and buffed the shine back in the Mer car polish. Depending on what stage I am at with final polishing, Tamiya 

wax is used to add a little final sparkle. Wax is generally not used before decalling, only after decals have been 

cleared.  

Racing 43’s decal sheet is very nicely done, with 

good colours and sharp printing, and a nice glossy 

finish. This was the first sheet I’d purchased from 

them, so impressed was I that I’ve bought another 

sheet for an upcoming Porsche project. 

I divided the decal application into manageable 

segments, large decals first, followed by the 

fluorescent pieces, then, the small sponsor’s 

decals and lastly the tiny stuff you can’t see 

without squinting! 

The large ‘HTP’ logos were carefully placed on the 

sides, using reference to get as close as possible to 

the correct position – the manufacturers 

instruction sheet is rarely used to help placement. I use Daco setting solutions (in this case, Strong) for most of 

my decal application these days, it works quickly and comes in a bottle with a wide base, handy for those who 

are prone to knocking things over on the workbench… 

After allowing the setting solution to work its 

magic, the final position is realised and then a wet 

brush is used to get the decal to conform the 

sharp angles it needs to cover. There are a few on 

the Mercedes body, but the Daco product offers 

the solution (no pun intended!) every time. The 

final smoothing out is achieved with a damp tissue 

and then decal is allowed to air dry. The exercise 

was repeated for the other side.  

Another ‘HTP’ decal locates on the front edge of 

the bonnet and overlaps onto the nose of the car, 

wrapping partly over the front grill opening.  The 

nose section of the model is separate and need 

gluing in place later in the build. So, with the nose 

taped into place, the decal was positioned, treated 

as before and allowed to dry.  I then ran a blade across the join to separate the decal, and bedded the edges 

down with more setting solution.  Removing the tape and separating the parts revealed it to be virtually 

perfect. 

The fluorescent yellow decals went on next, and given my previous experiences with fluorescent decals (they 

can be very brittle), these, I’m happy to report, gave no issues at all.  I’ve had cases in the past with Tamiya 

decals, where the setting solution even stained the yellow….not with the Racing 43 decals – they just needed 

ample amounts of setting solution and a little more time to conform. I used a hairdryer too. I’m confident of 

getting the small yellow decals onto the wing mirrors when I was originally planning to paint them. The last of 

 

Large decals on first with setting solution help. 

 

The other side, alignment is done always with the help 

of references 
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the yellow decals were placed on the grill emblem – they were a little oversized but nothing that some minor 

adjustment with a scalpel couldn’t cope with. 

  

Left side view with the flourescent yellow decals on ...and the right side before the roof decal went on. The 

decals were flat in finish while wet, but glossed up after 

drying 

I fitted all of the small sponsor’s decals, again carefully 

using my reference photos to get everything just right. It’s 

surprising how hard that can be sometimes! After a few 

days to dry off, I washed the body in soapy lukewarm 

water to remove decal glue, hand grease and fluff and 

hairs that may have found their way onto the body 

surface.  

I shot two coats of clear, thinned to around 45%, leaving a 

few minutes between coats. The resultant finish was very 

nice, but just needed to be knocked back a little for a 

more in-scale look.  Due to my busy schedule of late, 

polishing wasn’t done for two weeks. The process 

described earlier was repeated. The bodyshell is now 

ready for the next stage – spraying the black areas on the 

rear and windscreen cowl.  

 

Masking up the body can be a fraught affair – 

especially when painting black on white, so I 

generally take my time and do the best I can to get 

a clean result. I began with the windscreen cowl, 

which originally I thought was carbon, but my 

references from my Brands Hatch visit clearly 

shows it to be satin black – I assume it’s plastic on 

the real thing. I also masked up the lower rear of 

the body - I made this awkward by gluing the part 

in early, but perseverance paid off and it was 

masked up in around 20 minutes. I airbrushed on a 

couple of coats of Zero semi gloss black, which, 

from the finish I got, has more gloss in than it used 

to have… 

 

This is the clearcoat 3 hours after application...if thinned 

enough it should dry with virtually no texture... 

 

Decalling complete...small sponsor’s logos are on 

completing the livery....the decals were printed in Italy 

and were very easy to use.  
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I turned to the two rear fuel inlet plates located on 

the c pillar – these once again are satin black in 

finish – I used an old bottle of Zero Kawasaki ZXRR 

black – which is really just black and achieved a 

result I was more used to seeing.       

On the bonnet there are four vanes over two heat 

outlets which appear to be chrome in finish. I 

replicated this with Bare Metal Foil – fiddly to do 

but much better than the Alclad route I was going 

to take. 

I then sprayed the front of the shell where the grill 

fits on to act as a background for the etch grills – 

see through of course over the solid kit parts. I 

masked more substantially this time covering the 

entire shell with tape and kitchen towel… 

It took around 30 minutes to mask up and just 

three minutes to airbrush it…a great way to spend 

your time..…not! The result was fine, and will 

cover up the fact that there is nothing behind the 

grill on the completed model.  

I then went about spraying and fitting the etch 

grills to the nose piece. There are two parts, upper 

and lower grills, which are very nicely done by 

Fujimi, but are tricky to fit, even more so after 

painting. I airbrushed two coats of the Zero 

Kawasaki black directly onto the etch surface 

following a gentle rub over with 1000 paper. The 

lower grill went on okay but the upper grill was a 

real pain to fit with the Mercedes 3 point ‘star bar’…..I later realised that with the grill in it’s correct position, 

the ‘star bar’ didn’t fit.. ….meaning I did 3 re-sprays and turned the air blue and probably disturbed the 

neighbours with some new harsh language….! 

 

 

The side fuel inlets were masked up and carefully 

airbrushed black avoiding overspray…. 

 

Lots of masking up for a three minute job... 

 
 

Despite my care, there were still a few spots of black 

to clean up after spraying.... 

A view of the etch grills, The 'Star Bar' is oversized and 

should be centred within the aperture... 
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The nose was glued into place to conclude this segment 

of the model. I’ve still to add the front and rear lights 

and windscreen before it’s ready for the chassis. 

 

More next time.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T & L TERRAIN PIGMENTS – A REVIEW AND SMALL WEATHERING GUIDE  
BY RUSSELL EDEN 

For those who don’t know Luke – 

he’s the clubs bearded diorama 

maestro and who, like me has a 

penchant for Games Workshop style 

sci-fi projects. He and a friend also 

run a company – T&L Terrain – 

specialising mainly in stowage and 

gaming bases but are now doing 

their own range of pigments. Luke 

was kind enough to give me a 

selection to try out. 

Left to right top to bottom – light 

sand, dust, light rust, green/brown, 

mud and dark mud (the names are 

mine as the pigments don’t have names as yet).  

All are very reasonably priced at £2 a pot – great value compared to the competition. 

Luckily I had a spare vehicle on hand to help with this – my scratch built Death Korps of Krieg assault gun –  

  

This was crying out for some mud. I had 

initially given it a coat of my MIG mud wash 

before I was given the pigments. This gives it 

a slightly dusty look so was perfect to build 

upon. 

  

 

The attached nose with the black background...it looks 

very purposeful... 
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ONTO THE MUD THEN 

I build mud up in layers – lighter dry mud first covering a big area and then going to the darker wetter mud 

next in smaller areas nearer the edges. The first layer of medium brown pigment was mixed with some matt 

varnish to give a stodgy consistency. Using an old no. 1 brush this was placed where mud would build up – 

mainly along the track run with a couple of bits splashed up randomly. I generally splodge a lump on and 

smooth it out so it doesn’t fall off once dry and then before it is completely dry add a bit of texture, if needed, 

with a cut-down brush and a stippling action.  I used some of the pigment to give it a bit of dusting too, using a 

dry cut-down brush. I left this overnight to dry and was surprised to find it had cracked whilst drying – an 

added bonus as this is meant to be dry mud. The pigments are very heavy duty with a lot of pigment in them – 

once liquidised with thinners they are a lot thicker than the MIG pigments and go a lot further. 

  

The next layer was added using a thinned acrylic satin varnish and the dark mud pigment. This was applied 

over the last layer but in smaller amounts and nearer the edges to give a fresher look to the mud. This dried 

matt and not the usual satin so it looks drier than I was hoping – again  

I think this is due to the richness of the pigments, either that or I need more satin varnish next time…  

As I wanted some of the mud to look wet I used some of the satin varnish on its own on some of the mud for a 

wet look. 

 

  

I wasn’t happy with this so sprayed it quickly with matt varnish – bad move – some of the pigment went white 

– note to self – do not use matt varnish spray on pigments – I should have known this from previous 

experience but there you go! 

To hide the white bits I gave it a dusting of the green/brown pigment.  
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The side exhausts I painted with the light rust pigment thinned with thinners – as this was quite thick I stippled 

it with a cut down brush before it dried to give it a bit of texture – rust isn’t smooth…. I then did the same with 

my darker Tamiya rust pigment over the top to give a varied look – rust also isn’t one colour. 

 

And there you go – one muddy rusted Death Korps of Krieg assault tank. 

Great pigments – highly recommended. Now go place orders with Luke and say I sent you…. 

 

1/43RD  PROTEUS BLUEBIRD CN7 – MACH ONE MODELS KIT REVIEW  
BY PAUL ADAMS 

I’ve had an itch for a while and it needs scratching. Nope, not a nasty infection, just a wish to tap into a genre 

of car modelling that is largely overlooked by kit manufacturers....or is it? Being a petrolhead, Land Speed 

Record cars have always interested me, and I seem to recall having some diecast toys as a kid including 

Bluebird and maybe even Golden Arrow too.  

The cars are unique and inventive in design and 

were and are, driven by some seriously brave 

individuals.   

There have been a few kits of Bluebird over the 

years…..Speedline models have done a 1/20
th

 

vacformed version, Fernando Pinto has a very 

good 1/24
th

 resin example and Mach One 

Models have redone the Resicast 1/43
rd

 kit, in 

fact the Resicast business was sold to Mach One 

several years ago.. Oddly, Tamiya did a plastic kit 

of CN7 in the 60’s, as there are photos of the 
 

Tamiya's kit....never seen this before?? 
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box art on the internet. If anyone can shed any light on this kit, please get in touch. 

In researching Land Speed Record cars, I stumbled across a few useful websites; one in particular offers plenty 

of photographic information on the various makers that have done LSR kits or diecast examples. To be fair 

most are diecast, but there are a number of resin kits around, mainly from Mach One Models. Try 

here…..http://www.lsrinmin.co.uk/ 

That brings me neatly onto the subject of this review. In my research, I found very little in the way of actual 

build reviews or completed examples of this vehicle, (or any other for that matter), with the exception a small 

photo of the completed kit on the Mach One Models website and a kit photo on lsrinmin. So, I thought I’d help 

this issue by starting off with a review of the kit for anyone looking for information themselves. 

I purchased my kit via Touchwood Models – a British LSR kit manufacturer, who similarly to Mach One do 

resin/white metal kits of their own design and resell on other maker’s kits too. From the initial email to 

delivery took six months – the delay mainly being due to Mach One Models, which I’m led to believe only cast 

to order should there be sufficient orders….Touchwood can be found here…. 

http://www.touchwoodmodels.com/ 

Mach One Models make two kits of CN7 – this one 

depicting the record breaking car from Lake Eyre in 

1964 (MOM7). The earlier 1960 version (MOM6) that 

Campbell rolled on the salt flats of Utah features no 

rear fin and a bubble canopy. Essentially though, they 

are the same kit.   

 

 

 

 

 

SO WHAT’S IN THE BOX?  

 

 Bodyshell 
 Chassis 
 Rear fin 
 4 x wheels 
 4 x tyres (not shown) 
 1 x brass axle rod 
 Drivers seat 
 Canopy 
 Intake divider 
 Dashboard 
 Steering Wheel 
 Decals 
 Clear acetate sheet 

The resin is the usual creamy colour, without 

odour and very nicely cast. The bodyshell looks 

accurate compared to on-line drawings I’ve found. 

I did spot one mistake though – a panel line that 

 

No surprises here - a standard resin kit box with a 

simple indication of what’s inside... 

http://www.lsrinmin.co.uk/
http://www.touchwoodmodels.com/
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goes across the canopy just aft of the cockpit opening is missing. No problem to engrave on the resin, the canopy 

on the other hand may prove a little trickier. The well for the rear fin is oversized and is lacking in detail. The fin 

itself is littered with tiny pinholes and lacks the pitot tube seen during the record breaking runs.  

The chassis simply serves as a mount for wheels and to place the seat into – I have no idea at this time if it’s 

accurate on the underside. A large gap exists around the edge when placed into the bodyshell and it does not 

have any means to actually attach…There are some large boltheads moulded in to this part – they’ll be coming 

off.  

The real car measures in at around 30 foot long, in 1/43
rd

 this offers a decent sized model in length of 8 ¼ inches 

(210mm).   

  

…The fin ‘well’ will need some filler and  sanding for a more 

accurate depiction.... 

..One of the main jobs will be sorting out this gap....oh dear 

…. 

The canopy comes in white metal and lacks detail – the windscreen is made from the acetate sheet provided 

and will need cutting into three pieces to make the screen. The modeller will also need to scratchbuild the 

windscreen frame too. The instructions would benefit from a template to ease this task. Given that the canopy 

section is blended in as one piece on the real machine, some work will be needed here to replicate the 

original.   

There are four air inlets mount on the top 

surface of the body, two forward and two 

at the rear. They will need opening out with 

a small drill and some careful use of a 

scalpel. 

At the 

rear, 

the air brake flaps are present, as are the 

well done upper exhaust outlets…some 

tidying though will be required before 

paint. The underside of the body features 

two further exhaust outlets and little else. I 

would guess that little is known of the 

underside of Bluebird without detailed 

research, so once more its best estimate here. One would assume though that it would have the same 

streamlined finish as the top. 

 

The white metal canopy is missing a key panel line..... 
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Right side view of the bodyshell, proportions look spot on.. 

. 

Rear exhaust outlets are represented well, as are the airbrakes 

seen just below them. 

The huge wheels are cast in white metal and are accompanied by some tyres that are clearly rubber ‘O’ rings. I 

have yet to test fit them, but from the outset, it’s evident that they do not have the correct flat running 

surface. I’m unsure if they can be sanded to shape, or perhaps replaced with something more suitable. The 

wheels need some cleaning up, but look accurate. The brass rod supplied was bent and needs to be cut to size. 

The holes in the wheels will need enlarging to accommodate the rod.  Other white metal parts form the 

interior – a simple seat, dashboard and steering wheel, which, from what I can see this early on, cannot be 

seen with the canopy in place! I guess it will be the case of knowing its there when I get around to building this 

kit.  A triangular divider is offer for the main air intake for the gas turbine engine. This is another part that will 

need blending in for a convincing finish – but as it’s prominent on the car, it’ll deserve some attention. 

Lastly the decals; Not many needed for this car – a Union Flag on either side of the fin and the traditional 

Bluebird with a pair of flags representing the challenging country and the destination of the record attempt. 

The supplied decals are fine, but the Bluebird logo has yellowed, suggesting they are not newly printed, unlike 

the Union flags.   

I think Bluebird CN7 is one of the most beautiful 

automotive designs ever – even 40 years on it still 

looks jawdropping in the flesh. The Mach One Models 

kit is a good product, though it could do with some 

work to make it a more desirable proposition for the 

keen modeller. I suspect the mold is a few years old 

now and certainly could do with some updating. 

However, the kit is a good starting point, and is 

definitely buildable. 

Resin kits always appear overpriced, and this one is 

no exception. I paid £52 for my kit and there seems 

little chance of getting one cheaper as they are made 

in such small quantities. I did see one kit selling at 

£60 via Grand Prix Models.  

 

The tyres would be ideal if they were going on Golden 

Arrow... 
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Bluebird today....still a staggering sight and on permanent display at Beaulieu Motor Museum 

It’s a shame that there isn’t a mainstream kit available as would make a fantastic subject for a super detail 

model. I suppose however that as with the publics waning interest in Land Speed Records - there’s little in 

these niche subjects too. 

Overall I’d give this a 7/10 and only recommend the kit for those with some resin kit experience. 

Once I’ve finished researching the car some more, the build of this kit will appear in the pages of The Romsey 

Modeller.  

USS NIMITZ (THE SHIP!)  
BY RICHARD STEWART  

Well as all the aircraft are now complete together with the necessary auxiliary equipment required to keep an 

air wing in operation. I was now ready to start on the ship itself. This was something I was looking forward to. 

Well that was until I found a few rather large flaws in the accuracy of the hull. 

The starboard side is not too bad with a 

few location issues with some of the 

vents. Unfortunately it’s the Port side 

which really needs some work doing. By 

the reference I have, everything 

forward of number 4 elevator seems to 

be in the wrong place! The first 

inclination of this was when I watched 

the first part of ‘The Final Countdown’ 

where there is a great full length flypast 

on the port side. This showed the 

sponsons where not only in the wrong 

place but there were too many! 

Not only that the vents are in the wrong 

place and are made to look like 

windows. These are mesh covered vents 

that open up walkways etc. I will have 

to fill these and reposition together with port holes which do not exist on my reference materials. 

 

This is when I started to have a cold sweat! 
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SURGERY BEGINS! 

Well the first thing was to block off the ‘extra’ sponsons which were never fitted to the Nimitz and a quick look 

at the other sister ships and these did not have them either. There is a large piece of plastic which must be 

removed off the starboard side which adds strength to the hull during shipment. This proved very useful in the 

repair of the Port side as it was the right thickness.  

  

Blocking off ‘extra’ sponsons with the recycled plastic 

from the Starboard side 

The repositioned sponsons are now marked up and 

ready to cut! They were not only in the wrong position 

but were put in line. The rear one was positioned 

slightly lower as indicated in my reference materials.. 

The main sponsons where marked up using reference photos and watching the previously mentioned film 

which gave me a good idea of where to re-position them. I used my recently purchased Trumpeter saw which 

came with 3 different blades and made 

short work of the task at hand. 

I used wooden bracing to hold and position 

the plastic ‘fillers’ in the incorrectly located 

sponsons, and when dry a coating of 

squadron putty to seal the joints. 

I must admit this is not what I planned! I 

was of the idea that I would be removing 

the pyramid style steps and catwalks to 

accommodate the brass etch. Well he is 

another challenge which no doubt will 

unfold as the build progresses. I really pick 

em!!! 

  

 
 

  

 

Well just waiting for the Putty to dry so I can get sanding!! 
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THE CLUB BUILD : REVELL 1/32 HEINKEL HE 219 NIGHTFIGHTER "UHU" (EAGLE OWL) 

UPDATE 3  BY TONY ADAMS 

Following on from Will’s great effort in cleaning up 

the cockpit parts , the kit was handed over to me to 

handle the fitting of the cockpit etch. 

I performed a demonstration of how to prepare etch 

at our late June meeting and my task was to 

complete the cockpit construction ready for joining 

the fuselage section. 

On taking a look at the etch I was immediately struck 

that the pre painted panels didn’t match the colour 

that Will had painted the cockpit tub, the etch was a 

lot bluer. A quick look at the kit instructions 

confirmed that Wills colour selection was as specified (RLM74 , Rev77) . I had picked up a copy of Military 

Illustrated Modeller ( Nov 12) that had a build article and walk around pictures of the an example in the 

National Air and Space Museum , the walk around photos were grey , the build blue(ish). I decided that the 

etch would look wrong if it didn’t match the rest of the cockpit , so there was nothing for it but repaint in a 

colour that matched the etch. I decided that Mr Color Navy Blue was the best match and this was sprayed after 

first stripping Will’s original hard work! and priming the parts with Tamiya Fine Grey. 

  

Cockpit parts ready for assembly Repainted with Mr Color Navy Blue and post shaded 

I post shaded the centre of panels with the base colour lightened with a little white to provide some tonal 

variation. 

 

 

Under carriage bay  pre shaded Undercarriage bay shaded and weathered 
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The front undercarriage bay was preshaded before spraying with Mr Color Olive Green followed by more post 

shading. I dry brushed both the cockpit and undercarriage bay with Mr Color Aluminium to give the parts a 

metallic look and add some wear and tear. 

Prior to painting I had sanded off various areas of surface detail where the etch was to be fitted, it is importing 

to ensure that these surfaces are smooth in order to allow the etch to sit properly. The etch was applied as per 

the Eduard instructions using additional CA glue to support the pre applied glue where required. 

  

Instrument panel with surface detail removed 

 

Etch instrument panel, Klear was later applied to the dials to 

replicate glass 

  

Surface detail removed from the radio/ radar 

 

The radios / radar set looks pretty impressive once all the etch 

is in place 

 

The cockpit tub ready for the fuselarge to go together 
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With the etch fret exhausted, I constructed the principal components of the cockpit ready for the fuselage to 

be joined. I fortunately noticed the instruction to put 70g of weight into the front of the model which was 

achieved curtesy of Sean who provided some strips of self-adhesive lead wheel balancing weights. For now I 

am leaving out the seats and some of the interior detail to allow easier masking , I have checked that we can 

add these easily later ( I hope). 

At the early July meeting I demonstrated how I go about performing fuselage joins using liquid poly cement. T 

the meeting I joined part of the upper fuselage, running the cement along the join and pushing the part 

together to push out a bead of molten plastic which when dry fills the gap between the parts. I emphasised 

that it was important to ensure that the parts were well aligned while the glue dried to reduce the amount of 

sanding  required. Surface to say when I examined the joint later there was quite a step which required 

considerable sanding (Doh).  

  

Fuselage joining demo  (Almost ) perfect fuselage join showing the bead of plastic that 

has been pushed out to fill the joint 

In the comfort of my workbench I glued the remaining joints and sanded them flush. I added the top and 

bottom panels to finish the fuselage and the underside gun ports. A little filler was required to remove some fit 

issues with these parts , but we now have a completed fuselage assembly. 

  

A little filler required around the gun ports  Current state of play – she’s a big bugger! 
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NEXT STEPS 

We have split the kit into several sub-assemblies, which some club members has taken home to assemble. At 

the next meeting we will cover sanding and rescribing panel lines before we move on to get the wings on the 

airframe. 

 

FROM THE INTERNET 

A couple of modelling related items have crossed my browser recently first up is a spoof magazine created by 

Eduard poking fun at rivet counters who spend all their time criticising the accuracy of models while not 

actually ever getting around to build anything. The comments on Facebook were hilarious, with some 

“modellers” getting upset that Eduard could possibly take the mickey out of them. 
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Next up is a detailed explanation of AMS which I know I suffer from 
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HASEGAWA 1/48 VOYAGER SPACECRAFT 
BY GRAY SHARPLING  

Launching in August and September 

of 1977, the twin Voyager spacecraft 

were the most sophisticated robotic 

spacecraft ever designed by NASA at 

that time, and were on by-far the 

most ambitious mission to explore 

the outer planets of our solar system.  

The two Voyagers encountered 

Jupiter in March and July 1979 

respectively, and were both sling-

shotted on to visit Saturn in 

November 1980 and August 1981 

respectively.  At this time, due to the 

desire for a close-pass with the moon 

Titan (which is larger than the planet Mercury!), Voyager 1 was sling-shotted up out of the plane of the ecliptic 

and left the solar system.  Voyager 2 however was sent on its way deeper into the outer reaches of our family 

of planets to encounter Uranus in January 1986 and then Neptune in August 1989.  To this day, both Voyager 

spacecraft are still sending back data from interstellar space, and have even reached the much-fabled 

heliopause, where the solar wind from the sun meets the interstellar medium, and so can truly be said to have 

left the solar system. 

In the 1970’s and 80’s I followed the Voyager’s adventures meticulously; glued to the TV at every BBC2 Horizon 

special as they each reached the next planet on their grand tour.  So when Hasegawa recreated this plucky 

little spacecraft in meticulous detail in a 1/48 scale kit, I just had to build it.  It comes on three sprues, two in 

black and one in white plastic, so the less ambitious modeller needn’t actually paint it if they felt so inclined.  I 

had flashbacks of old Matchbox model kits from the 1970’s, so it was perhaps appropriate? 

  

Main bus, low-gain antenna and high-gain antenna Scan-platform 

 THE MAIN ASSEMBLIES 

The main bus housing was four parts, and I spruced this up with the Eduard phot-etch parts.  Then I added the 

rear support legs (used to hold the spacecraft when inside the Titan 3E-Centaur launch vehicle) and also added 

the antenna support arms. 

The high-gain antenna, low-gain antenna, RTG (Radioactive Thermal Generator) power-unit and the scan 

platform (with the imaging science system (ie: the two cameras), the photo polarimeter, the infrared 

spectrometer and the ultraviolet spectrometer) all went together well, no filler needed.  In fact, the scan-

platform sub-assemblies were like a little Chinese puzzle box, each part interlocking precisely with the next 

part to that hardly any glue was required.  I used Tamiya Extra-Thin Cement as my weapon of choice as usual, 

but it was a very clever arrangement nonetheless.  The main bus support brackets needed a little filler where 
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they joined together, but this wasn’t too onerous, and was in fact the only filler needed on the whole kit.  So I 

was happy enough. 

  

Main bus with support arms Main sub-assemblies ready for painting 

The back of the high-gain antenna held the little socket for the wire display support, which slotted into the 

clear-blue globe base.  I masked off the globe, and then primed and sprayed the base to make the globe stand 

out.  Tamiya Extra-Fine primer from a rattle-can is my preferred primer, but I wish it came in jars so I could 

airbrush it.  Rattle-cans are nowhere near as controllable, and so I always have to prime outdoors, which 

means the weather has to be cooperative – no rain nor too much wind. 

  

Main sub-assemblies after priming 

 

High-gain antenna attached to 

completed stand 

After painting - there are basically only three colours, white for the low- and high-gain antennas, silver for all 

the booms and braces, and black for just about everything else - assembly of the main components followed.  

The low-gain antenna was glued to its support arms and mounted inside the high-gain antenna.  Then the 

instrument ring was glued to the back.  There was even a correct Sun-sensor poking through the high-gain 

antenna dish.  Hasegawa had certainly done their research well.  The tiny hydrazine thrusters, and other 

various instruments were attached to the main bus, and the dimples on the RTG’s were dry-brushed. 

My only quandary was the assembly sequence.  I had pretty much ignored the instruction’s indicated sequence 

once I worked out where everything went, as this was a bit of a bit of a “Catch-22” build.  That is, construction 

followed by paint, or paint followed by construction?  I kind-of needed to work both ways simultaneously.  

Construction would have been easier if I could have painted after first, but painting was easier with it all in 

pieces.  But I got there in the end. 
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 REPLACEMENT MAGNETOMETER BOOM (TWICE) 

The kit part was made up of four pieces, and was solid.  Similarly the instrument boom that supported the 

camera “scan platform”.  In both cases, the delicate framework was just embossed surface detail that, with a 

bit of effort, could probably have been painted to look reasonable, but me being me, I had to find a better 

solution.  Luckily, LVM Studios produce beautiful photo-etch versions of these to replace the kit parts that look 

much better.  There is also a set of photo-etch from Eduard for the kit that also includes these pieces, but the 

scale 13m long Eduard magnetometer boom is in two parts, and I thought the length-wise join might be very 

tricky, so I went with the LVM Studios versions, which were one-part affairs. 

The three sides fold along their length easily enough, but to be strictly accurate, there also needs to be a 120
o
 

anti-clockwise twist along the entire length of the magnetometer boom!  After folding, and before any CA glue 

was applied, I inserted a small-bore brass tube up the centre of the boom so that I couldn’t accidentally bend 

the boom from true-straight whilst trying to twist it!  I only had one shot at this after all. 

  

Careful bending was required for the photo-etch magnetometer boom 

 

The end result was great, until…. 

The LVM photo-etch instrument boom was much simpler.  This was a simple square box, but it needed to have 

the scan-platform, the plasma observation system, the low-energy charged particle detector, and the cosmic 

ray detector added.  Once painted it looked suitably complicated. 

It was about now that I had my mis-hap.  I seem to have something go wrong on every model I build, and this 

was to be no exception.  Behind my back, the cat decided that the kit box looked a fun thing to investigate.  I 

saw her just as she started to claw at the box contents, grabbed her, and hustled her out of the room.  Crunch!  

I wasn’t quick enough, nor observant enough.  I hadn’t spotted that the blasted animal had managed to flick 

my delicate photo-etch magnetometer boom out of the box and onto the carpet, where I trod on it! 

 

…I stepped on it! 
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My curses could probably be heard by the real Voyager probes as I picked up the mangled mess that had been 

my pride and joy.  There was no option but to spend the 

money (again!) and buy a second boom from LVM.  Now I just 

hope it arrives in time for the July club meeting, otherwise this 

won’t be finished, and I can’t enter it in the club competition. 

Whilst waiting, I replaced the two very thin plastic planetary 

radio astronomy and plasma wave antennas with brass rod of 

the same diameter.  They didn’t need to be painted, being the 

correct gold-colour already, and would obviously be much 

stronger than the extremely fragile styrene things supplied in 

the box.  It was clear they wouldn’t have lasted 5 minutes in 

transit anywhere. 

 

 

(Almost) fully completed.  Just waiting for the 2md replacement magnetometer boom to arrive in the mail. 

 CONCLUSIONS 

I have always had a thing about the Voyager spacecraft.  Almost as much as my love for the Apollo project.  So 

I admit to being biased.  Out-of-the-box, this was actually very accurate and went together well.  The little 

globe stand is great fun, and along with the famous Carl Sagan gold-disc (of sounds and pictures from earth), 

Hasegawa had supplied a funky little alien spaceman.  Somebody in Hasegawa has a sense of humour!  Yes, 

there were some minor issues, mainly the solid-plastic booms, but unless Hasegawa supplied their own photo-

etch versions, what was supplied was adequate, if not very good looking.  But I don’t see what else they could 

have done and kept them in plastic?  Clever painting could make them look reasonable, but the LVM photo-

etch replacements are a must-have in my humble opinion.  The improvement in the end-result is worth the 

cost (about 2/3 the cost of the kit itself!).  Otherwise, everything went together easily with no fit issues to 

speak of, except that some of the mounting holes needed opening up slightly, but that was an insignificant 

problem.  So, the only real issue this kit really has is the sheer delicate nature of the resulting model.  With or 

without the photo-etch replacement booms, it’s going to be a pain to pack for transport anywhere. 

 

Main bus and booms, just waiting for the scan-

platform and the RTG’s to be attached. 
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TWO LANCASTERS OVER BRITAIN  
BY STEVE EDWARDS  

For those of you who didn’t know and a reminder for 

those of you who did, the Canadian Lancaster will be 

touring Britain this year. It will accompany the BBMF 

Lancaster at several airshows this year, including a fly past 

at both days of the Carfest event held at Jody Scheckters 

farm just outside Andover. 

 

 

 

I believe this will probably be the only time in my life 

that I will get the opportunity to see two Lancs flying 

together so I am pretty keen to see it as many times as 

possible. Anyone interested in joining me please let me 

know this Wednesday evening so I can start making 

plans. Please see the accompanied schedule for events 

and dates.  

TTFN 

Steve 

Thursday August 

14 to 17 

Airbourne: Eastbourne International Air Show - both Lancasters 

*http://www.visiteastbourne.com/airbourne/ 

Eastbourne, East 

Sussex 

Saturday August 

16 and 17 

Combined Ops Show - both 

Lancasters.http://www.combinedops.co.uk 
Headcorn, Kent 

Sunday August 17 
Sywell Great War Airshow - both 

Lancasters.http://sywellairshow.co.uk/ 

Sywell, 

Northamptonshire 

Thursday August 

21 
Flypast - RAF Marham - both Lancasters. Marham, Norfolk 

Thursday August 

21 to 22 

Clacton Air Show - both Lancasters.  * * 

http://www.clactonairshow.com/ 

Clacton-on-Sea, 

Essex 

Saturday August 

23 

Dunsfold Wings & Wheels - both Lancasters.  

http://www.wingsandwheels.net/ 
Dunsfold, Surrey 

Saturday August 

23 to 24 

Flypast - Carfest South - both Lancasters.  

http://www.carfest.org/Content/CarFest-South-Landing-Paget/ 

Laverstoke Park 

Farm, Hampshire 

Saturday August 

23 

Dawlish Air Show - both Lancasters.  

http://dawlishairshow.co.uk/newindex/ 
Dawlish, Devon 

Sunday August 24 
Dunsfold Wings & Wheels - both Lancasters.  *Souvenir trailer on site* 

http://www.wingsandwheels.net/ 
Dunsfold, Surrey 

Sunday August 24 
Little Gransden Air & Car Show - both Lancasters.  

http://www.littlegransdenshow.co.uk 

Little Gransden, 

Cambridgeshire 

http://www.visiteastbourne.com/airbourne/
http://www.combinedops.co.uk/
http://sywellairshow.co.uk/
http://www.clactonairshow.com/
http://www.wingsandwheels.net/
http://www.carfest.org/Content/CarFest-South-Landing-Page/
http://dawlishairshow.co.uk/newindex/
http://www.wingsandwheels.net/
http://www.littlegransdenshow.co.uk/
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Thursday August 

28 

Visit to Durham Tees Valley Airport, formerly known as RAF Middleton 

St. George, where several RAF and RCAF squadrons were based during 

World War II, including Andrew Mynarski of 419 RCAF Squadron. It is a 

fitting tribute that the "Mynarski Memorial Lancaster" makes this 

important stop on the tour. Further details TBA.  

Darlington, Durham 

Saturday August 

30 / 31 

Bournemouth Air Festival - both Lancasters.  

http://bournemouthair.co.uk/ 

Bournemouth, 

Dorset 

Saturday August 

30 / 31 

Shoreham Airshow - both Lancasters.  

http://www.shorehamairshow.co.uk/ 

Shoreham, West 

Sussex 

Tuesday 

September 2 

Both the BBMF Lancaster and the CWH Lancaster perform a flypast 

together over the Lincolnshire Aviation Heritage Centre's "Just Jane" 

Lancaster as she does a taxi run. Don't miss this rare photo op of the 

three Lancasters together.   

http://www.lincsaviation.co.uk/ 

East Kirkby, 

Lincolnshire 

Wednesday 

September 3 to 

5th 

Lancaster at RAF Coningsby. However, the BBMF Hangar is closed on 

this date. There will be no guided tours on this date. The BBMF Visitor 

Centre and Gift Shop along with Merlin's Tearoom will be open for 

business as usual from 10 am to 5 pm.  

http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/visiting/museums/battle-of-britain-

memorial-flight/ 

Coningsby, 

Lincolnshire 

Saturday 

September 6 

Scottish Airshow - both Lancasters. 

http://www.scottishairshow.com/ 
Prestwick, Scotland 

Saturday 

September 6 / 7  

Air Waves Portrush - both Lancasters.  

http://www.airwavesportrush.co.uk/ 

Portrush, Northern 

Ireland 

Thursday 

September 11 

PLANNED - NOT YET CONFIRMED.  

Guernsey Air Display - both Lancasters. 

http://www.guernseyairdisplay.co.uk/Display%20programme.htm/ 

Guernsey, Channel 

Islands 

Thursday 

September 11 

Jersey International Air Display - both Lancasters. 

http://www.jerseyairdisplay.org.uk/news/index.php/ 

Jersey, Channel 

Islands 

Saturday 

September 13/14 

PLANNED - NOT YET CONFIRMED.  

Goodwood Revival - both Lancasters. 

http://grrc.goodwood.com/section/goodwood-revival/ 

Chichester, West 

Sussex 

Saturday 

September 13 /14 

PLANNED - NOT YET CONFIRMED.  

Duxford Air Show - both Lancasters. 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-duxford-air-show-

0/ 

Duxford, 

Cambridgeshire 

 

  

http://bournemouthair.co.uk/
http://www.shorehamairshow.co.uk/
http://www.lincsaviation.co.uk/
http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/visiting/museums/battle-of-britain-memorial-flight/
http://www.lincolnshire.gov.uk/visiting/museums/battle-of-britain-memorial-flight/
http://www.scottishairshow.com/
http://www.airwavesportrush.co.uk/
http://www.guernseyairdisplay.co.uk/Display%20programme.htm/
http://www.jerseyairdisplay.org.uk/news/index.php/
http://grrc.goodwood.com/section/goodwood-revival/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-duxford-air-show-0/
http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-duxford/the-duxford-air-show-0/
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CLUB DIARY 2014 

July 2
nd

 

July 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: US Competition 

  

August 6
th

 

August 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

September 3
rd

 

September 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

September 14
th

  

September 20
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 1
st

 

October 15
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 25
th

 

Bovington Show 

Yeovilton Autumn Show 

November 5
th

 

November 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 8
th

 / 9
th

 

November 30
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2014 

Middle Wallop Show 

December 3
rd

 

December 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday July 16
th

    (8pm to 10pm) 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Russell Eden 

Nigel Robins 

Paul Adams 

Steve Edwards 

Richard Stewart 
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Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers 
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